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EC109: Microeconomics 1

1) The Support and Feedback Classes were stimulating and effective in enhancing my 

understanding of the subject

Andrea Tulli received responses from 51 individuals with a minimum rating of 2 and a 

maximum rating of 5.
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EC109: Microeconomics 1

2) The tutor was well prepared for the classes

Andrea Tulli received responses from 51 individuals with a minimum rating of 2 and a 

maximum rating of 5.
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EC109: Microeconomics 1

Comments

A few examples are a bit confusing, but on the whole he is very good at explaining things 
and very stimulating to listen to

He uses a more theoretical approach which has really enhanced my understanding of the 
topics and theories behind the mathematical equations

Great teacher! Tried to provide what you want out of the seminar by asking you... and makes
you understand the economics behind microeconomics as opposed to the maths.

Sometimes not enough material available work off during class? 

New tutor, he has improved a lot - but a lot less focus on actually getting through the 
content and temperament can seem unprofessional at times.

Brilliant tutor!!

Really enthusiastic and prepared really well

The tutor was clear with his explanation and encourage us to think more intuitively about 
the economic theory

Andrea was definitely a great tutor, always engaging with the class and trying to get the 
students to think about microeconomics intuitively, which is a necessary skill.

The way Andrea Tulli taught made one think about the concepts taught in lectures from a 
wider perspective. Hope to have him as my tutor for future modules.  

Although a bit scary at first glance, but he is a really great tutor, responsible and cares about 
how we learn the materials. He tries his best to make sure everyone was engaging, and 
never be impatiently to answer any questions. Andrea is my favourite tutor across all the 
seminars.

stimulating discussion but never really goes through answers for in class problem sets
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